Abstract. We prove that every transversely simple knot type in S 3 is reversible. This yields the first examples of knot types which are not transversely simple, as well as new examples of knot types which are not Legendrian simple. In view of such examples we introduce a weaker notion of simplicity and we formulate the corresponding transverse and Legendrian isotopy problems.
irreversible [BZ] . The simplest irreversible knot appearing in the standard knot tables is 8 17 .
Observe that all knot types considered in Theorem 1.3 are reversible.
Remark 1.4. Notice that the planes in the 2-plane field ξ 0 are canonically oriented as complex lines. Since S 3 is oriented as the boundary of the unit disk in C 2 , the line field orthogonal to ξ 0 in T S 3 is canonically oriented as well. This implies that every transverse knot in (S 3 , ξ 0 ) has a canonical orientation.
The following theorem is the main result of this note. It provides the first examples of knot types which are not transversely simple.
Theorem 1.5. Let c : S 3 → S 3 denote the restriction of the complex conjugation map on C 2 and let K ⊂ S 3 be a transverse knot belonging to an irreversible knot type. Then c(K) is a transverse knot which is isotopic to K , c(K) and K have the same self-linking number, but c(K) is not transversely isotopic to K .
Proof. Set K ′ = c(K). Since c maps complex lines to complex lines, K ′ is a transverse knot and λ(K ′ ) = λ(K). Since there is a smooth boundary-preserving isotopy c t between c and id D 4 , it follows that K and K ′ belong to the same knot type. In view of Remark 1.4, both K and K ′ are endowed with a canonical orientation, and the isotopy c t carries one onto the opposite of the other. This is the immediate consequence of the fact that complex conjugation reverses the natural orientations on the complex tangent lines. By contradiction, suppose that K and K ′ are transverse isotopic. Then the time-1 map ϕ of the transverse isotopy identifies K and K ′ preserving their canonical orientations. Thus, the composition ϕ −1 • c : (S 3 , K) → (S 3 , K) reverses the orientation of K , giving a contradiction. Corollary 1.6. If a knot type is transversely simple then it is reversible.
Legendrian knots
A knot K ⊂ S 3 is Legendrian if it is everywhere tangent to ξ 0 . The notion of Legendrian isotopy between two Legendrian knots is defined in the same way as the notion of transverse isotopy. The 2-plane field ξ 0 determines a framing of any Legendrian knot K , which can be identified with its Thurston-Bennequin number tb(K) ∈ Z, an invariant of the Legendrian isotopy class of K . Once an orientation for K is chosen, the winding number of the tangent vector to K with respect to a trivialization of ξ 0 is defined. This number, which is independent of the choice of trivialization, is called the rotation number of K , it is denoted by rot(K) and is invariant under oriented Legendrian isotopy.
As the following argument shows, it is possible to prove Corollary 1.6 without using the complex conjugation map.
Alternative proof of Corollary 1.6. It is easy to check that every knot type has an oriented Legendrian representative with vanishing rotation number. Suppose that K is an irreversible knot type, and let K ∈ K be an oriented Legendrian knot with rot(K) = 0. Consider the two transversal push-offs K + and K − of K (see e.g. [Be] for the definition) and recall that, in view of Remark 1.4, they are endowed with canonical orientations. It follows from rot(K) = 0 that λ(K + ) = λ(K − ). Moreover, the obvious isotopy carrying K onto K + (K − , respectively) is orientation-preserving (-reversing, respectively). If K is transversely simple, then there exists a transverse isotopy between K + and K − . This clearly implies the existence of an orientationpreserving isotopy between K and −K , contradicting the assumption. Definition 2.1. A knot type K is Legendrian simple if two oriented Legendrian knots belonging to K with equal Thurston-Bennequin and rotation numbers are Legendrian isotopic.
Problem 2.2 (The Legendrian isotopy problem). Classify Legendrian simple knot types.
Eliashberg and Fraser proved that the knot type of the unknot is Legendrian simple [EF] . Recently, Etnyre and Honda extended this result by showing that the knot types of torus knots and of the figure eight knot are Legendrian simple [EH] . It follows from (yet unpublished) work of Eliashberg and Hofer as well as from [Ch] that there exist knot types which are not Legendrian simple.
In [EH] it is proved that if a knot type K is Legendrian simple then it is transversely simple. In view of Corollary 1.6, this implies: Corollary 2.3. If a knot type is Legendrian simple then it is reversible.
Weak simplicity
Notice that the knots K and c(K) appearing in the proof of Theorem 1.5 -when equipped with their canonical orientations (cf. Remark 1.4) -are not isotopic as oriented knots. The same is true for the knots K + and K − in the alternative proof of Corollary 1.6. In view of this observation we introduce the following definition.
Definition 3.1. A knot type K is Legendrian (trasversely) weakly simple if, given two oriented Legendrian (transverse) knots K 1 , K 2 ∈ K with tb(K 1 ) = tb(K 2 ) and rot(K 1 ) = rot(K 2 ) (λ(K 1 ) = λ(K 2 )) which are isotopic as oriented knots (with their canonical orientations), then K 1 and K 2 are Legendrian (transversely) isotopic.
Observe that if a knot type is simple then it is weakly simple. It seems natural to propose the following analogue of Problems 1.2 and 2.2. Problem 3.2. Classify transversely (Legendrian) weakly simple knot types.
